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Introduction
AI applications are poised to transform health care,
revolutionizing benefits for individuals, communities, and
health-care systems (1). As the articles in this special issue
aptly illustrate, AI innovations in healthcare are maturing
from early success in medical imaging and robotic process
automation, promising a broad range of new applications.
This is evidenced by the rapid deployment of AI to address
critical challenges related to the COVID-19 pandemic,
including disease diagnosis and monitoring, drug discovery,
and vaccine development (2-4).
At the heart of these innovations is the health data
required for deep learning applications. Rapid accumulation
of data, along with improved data quality, data sharing,
and standardization, enable development of deep learning
algorithms in many healthcare applications (5). One of the
great challenges for healthcare AI is effective governance
of these data—ensuring thoughtful aggregation and
appropriate access to fuel innovation and improve patient
outcomes and healthcare system efficiency while protecting
the privacy and security of data subjects. Yet the literature
on data governance has rarely looked beyond important
pragmatic issues related to privacy and security. Less
consideration has been given to unexpected or undesirable
outcomes of healthcare in AI, such as clinician deskilling,
algorithmic bias, the “regulatory vacuum”, and lack of
public engagement (6). Amidst growing calls for ethical
governance of algorithms (7), Reddy et al. (8) developed a
governance model for AI in healthcare delivery, focusing
on principles of fairness, accountability, and transparency
(FAT), and trustworthiness, and calling for wider discussion.
Winter and Davidson (9) emphasize the need to identify
underlying values of healthcare data and use, noting the
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many competing interests and goals for use of health data—
such as healthcare system efficiency and reform, patient
and community health, intellectual property development,
and monetization. Beyond the important considerations of
privacy and security, governance must consider who will
benefit from healthcare AI, and who will not. Whose values
drive health AI innovation and use? How can we ensure
that innovations are not limited to the wealthiest individuals
or nations? As large technology companies begin to partner
with health care systems, and as personally generated health
data (PGHD) (e.g., fitness trackers, continuous glucose
monitors, health information searches on the Internet)
proliferate, who has oversight of these complex technical
systems, which are essentially a black box? (9,10).
To tackle these complex and important issues, it is
important to acknowledge that we have entered a new
technical, organizational, and policy environment due to
linked data, big data analytics, and AI (11). Data governance
is no longer the responsibility of a single organization.
Rather, multiple networked entities play a role (12) and
responsibilities may be blurred. This also raises many
concerns related to data localization and jurisdiction—
who is responsible for data governance? In this emerging
environment, data may no longer be effectively governed
through traditional policy models or instruments. Below, I
highlight some key issues to illustrate these challenges.
The growing scope and variety of health-related
data
Personal health data increasingly extend beyond clinical
encounters, transactions at pharmacies, and claims data.
Many types of data related to a person’s health are directly
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collected, or can be inferred, based on daily activities (e.g.,
fitness trackers, web browsing, tracking of household
activities via smart devices, supermarket purchases).
Sources of these PGHD (13) are rapidly growing and are
aggregated, mined for insight, and resold for profit. These
data may fall outside of existing health data regulation
(e.g., HIPAA in the United States) and are governed by
the technology company’s own privacy policies (10). Thus,
the distinction about what is health data and what is not
is increasingly blurred. Predictive health models based on
these data can be used to inform a variety of consequential
decisions (14,15) that may not be in the best interest of the
individual. Additionally, harms such as unjust discrimination
may occur in areas not directly related to health care, such
as employment or housing discrimination (10).
The scale and scope of data necessary for health AI,
and the opacity of how algorithms access and transform
these data, challenge existing data protection regimes.
Even a comprehensive data protection law such as the EU’s
GDPR may not be able to manage the tension between
desired innovation through AI and protection of personal
health data. The GDPR allows data gathered for specific
purposes and prohibits reuse, while training deep learning
models requires large amounts of data (16,17) and may be
strengthened by reuse of data collected for other purposes.
Because the movement and use of data is not typically
transparent to data subjects or regulatory authorities,
damages may be hard to detect, and monitoring and
enforcing compliance may be difficult. This has led to a call
for FAT in algorithms, as well as growing efforts towards
“explainable AI” and algorithmic audits (8,12).
New data handlers and collaborations
As the volume of digitized health data has grown, many new
actors have entered the health data ecosystem. Numerous
technology start-ups, as well as information technology
giants—such as Google, Apple, and IBM—collect data
through apps, their online search platforms, and a growing
array of health tech devices (e.g., sleep trackers, EKGs,
smart thermometers). For example, in 2019 Google
acquired fitness tracker Fitbit and its users’ data. These
technology firms are also increasingly creating partnerships
with health care systems. For tech firms, the potential to
monetize personal healthcare data is a strong temptation,
and organizations that handle health information may work
around, or even disregard, health data regulations in the
race towards lucrative AI innovation (10). This is evidenced
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by two recent cases. In 2015, Google’s DeepMind Health
AI venture partnered with a National Health Services (NHS)
hospital system in the UK and shared 5 years of identifiable
medical data on 1.6 million patients. The intention of this
partnership was to develop healthcare AI applications that
might also improve NHS patient care (18,19). Although the
UK Information Commissioner’s Office ruled in 2017 that
this data-sharing agreement violated data protection laws,
it was nonetheless extended for another 5 years (20). Thus,
even in the UK’s highly regulated environment, and after
public outrage and regulatory censure, Google DeepMind
Health continued to use patient data for its AI health
venture. In late 2019, Google Health also partnered with
Ascension Health to analyze data from millions of people in
21 US states (21).
In a second case, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg
testified before the US Congress in 2018 that the social
media giant deliberately sought out individuals’ health
data. Journalists soon revealed that Facebook had sought
to access anonymized patient data to “match hospitals’
patient data on diagnoses and prescription information
with Facebook so the company could combine that data with
its own to construct digital profiles of patients [...]” (22).
Disclosure of de-identified data is often permitted for
secondary analysis without patient consent, but anonymized
information is increasingly being re-identified through big
data analytics and data linkages between sets (23). Facebook
bypassed federal law in the US that requires a patient’s
consent to access personal health data. This instance
illustrates how AI in healthcare analytics is challenging the
principle of informed consent. A patient may authorize
sharing of his or her health information to third parties for
a particular use, such as coordinating payment by an insurer
or obtaining medication from a pharmacy. Some of the
organizations who handle this data may re-use it to facilitate
internal analytics or as part of a health research project.
The Facebook and Google DeepMind Health cases suggest
that the lure of AI innovation led the companies to bypass
patient consent, and this reveals a growing tension between
health research involving big data sets and informed
consent. New models of open, broad, and portable consent
are emerging, but the question of who will benefit from
these research results is important (24).
These cases also highlight how regulations intended
to preserve patient privacy and control over personal
health data cannot fully address the increased scope and
number of data handlers using, and reusing, health data.
Partnerships with healthcare organizations operating under
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one set of restrictions and large tech firms operating under
a more relaxed regulatory regime facilitates AI healthcare
innovation and monetization.
Conclusions
As we advance the many promising applications of
healthcare AI, data governance must not be overshadowed
by innovation. Building health AI applications that
create improvements in patient care and health services
administration will require building public trust,
institutions, and policies that ensure fair, equitable, and
transparent developments. To do so, we need to better
understand the motivations, values, and conflicts underlying
the use of health data. This will require broad and
thoughtful discussion about whose interests will be served
and how we can balance individual and community rights
with corporate interest in AI health data.
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